Introduction
We are living in a world where it is easy to acquire videos of events ranging from private picnics to public concerts, and to share them publicly via websites such as YouTube. The ability of smart-phones to create these videos and upload them to the internet has led to an explosion of video data, which in turn has led to interesting research directions involving the analysis of "in-the-wild" videos. Recent approaches to processing these types of videos use features that range from low-to mid-level, some even using features that directly correspond to words that describe portions of the videos [20] . While all of these approaches obtain competitive results on benchmark datasets, mid-level features * This work is supported by the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA) via the Department of Interior National Business Center contract number D11PC20071. The U.S. Government is authorized to reproduce and distribute reprints for Governmental purposes not with standing any copyright annotation thereon. The views and conclusions contained herein are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as necessarily representing the official policies or endorsements, either expressed or implied, of IARPA, DoI/NBC, or the U.S. Government. Figure 1 . The illustration of our approach for describing the complex event video (wedding ceremony) with two level clauselets defined by relevant actions and temporal relationships. (e.g. cut a cake and then hug and then dance with a kiss) Ground truth labels contain potentially concurrent actions in particular temporal relationships. Given a video, 1 st level clauselets search for relevant labels with the video. 2 nd level clauselets group concurrent and consistent labels using coarse temporal relationships (words colored by red).
that can also describe the semantic content of a video are desirable since they can be used to describe the video using language as well as to recognize events.
The detection of visual patterns that directly correspond to individual semantically meaningful actions is practical even in "in-the-wild" videos, as shown by recent works on benchmark datasets. Izadinia and Shah [9] model the joint relationship between two actions for recognizing high-level event. While pairs of actions capture more information than single actions alone, valuable information from higher order interactions remains unused. Ma et al. [15] introduce visual attributes that combine human actions with scenes, objects, and people for exploring mutual influence and mining extra information from them. Various approaches jointly model more than two local object or action detections. Bag-ofwords (BOW) is a simple but still competitive video representation, which is formed by collecting local detections and generating a histogram by quantizing the feature space. Spatial-temporal pyramids collect local detections from different spatial and temporal resolutions of a video. Various graphical structures to model relations of local detections also exist. (e.g. HMMs [3] , Dynamic Bayesian Networks [24] , prototype trees [11] , AND-OR graphs [23] , latent SVM [22] , Sum-Product Network [4] , and Markov Logic Networks [16] ). The key advantage of graphical structures is that they model the dependence of actions by local relationships while allowing for the joint optimization of a global task-dependent objective function. Our goal is to design a mid-level representation that builds on previous low-and mid-level representations, but which is able to capture higher order relationships between actions over small spatio-temporal neighborhoods without the full use of graphical structures.
We rely on temporal relationships to capture the context between actions and provide a richer description of a video than each independent action alone. We define a clauselet as a conjunction of actions that are reliably detected in "in-thewild" videos and their temporal relationships. We apply this definition hierarchically at two levels of granularity, first to detect short sequences involving a limited number of action labels, and then to relate these detected sequences to each other over larger time spans and more actions. Given a set of clauselets, we scan the test video, and use the detected clauselet activations to vote for each clauselet's dominant event. We show our approach in figure 1. First, videos are split into clips which are annotated with one or more concurrent actions per clip. As our experiments demonstrate, these contributions lead to improvements over state-of-the-art approaches to event classification.
In section 2, we discuss related works. In section 3 and section 4, we describe details of 1 st and 2 nd level clauselets and event recognition, respectively. In section 5, we present the experimental results that demonstrate the performance of our approach on "in-the-wild" videos from the TRECVID dataset [1] . We present our concluding remarks in section 6.
Related Work
We divide recent related work into three groups: lowlevel approaches that improve video features that capture shape and motion information, mid-level approaches that model patterns in low-level features with varying degrees of top-down supervision, and high-level approaches that apply high-level prior knowledge to low-and mid-level observations.
Low-level representations are constructed from local features including SIFT [14] , Dollar et al. [7] , ISA [13] , STIP [12] as well as global features including GIST [18] . Low-level features alone yield competitive performance, however, they do not leverage task dependent information and higher order relationships.
Mid-level representations add task-dependent information to extract more informative patterns from low-level features. Amer and Todorovic [4] train a sum-product network representing human activities by variable space-time arrangements of primitive actions. Jain et al. [10] introduce mid-level spatio-temporal patches that discriminate between primitive human actions, a semantic object. Song et al. [21] learn hidden spatio-temporal dynamics from observations by CRFs with latent variables and, in the test phase, group observations that have similar semantic meaning in some latent space.
High-level modeling combines or organizes low-or midlevel detections based on a knowledge base (KB). Nevatia et al. [17] define an event ontology that allows natural representation of complex spatio-temporal events common in the physical world by a composition of simpler events. Brendel et al. [6] combine the probabilistic event logic (PEL) KB with detections of primitive events for representing temporal constraints among events. Morariu and Davis [16] use the rules that agent must follow while performing activities for multi-agent event recognition. We note that in highlevel recognition task, the KB is generally used to reduce false positives of low-level detections by providing spatialtemporal constraints.
Our proposed representation, the clauselet is a mid-level detector that bridges the gap between the low-and highlevel task. Clauselets share many of the benefits of poselets [5] which are detectors trained to detect patches that are tightly clustered in both appearance and pose space, for the purpose of detecting people and their parts. However, in our case, clauselets are tightly clustered in temporal relationships and video appearance, and our goal is to construct visual event descriptions. Similar to poselets [5] we also rescore clauselet activations by mutually consistent activations, and find that this greatly improves performance.
Clauselets
Motivated by the intuition that the temporal relationships between multiple concurrent actions are important for event modeling, we propose a mid-level representation involving multiple actions and their temporal relationships. We define a clauselet as a conjunction of reliably detected actions and their temporal relationships. We apply this intuition hierarchically at two levels of granularity, first to detect short sequences involving a limited number of action labels (1 st level clauselets), and then to relate these detected sequences to each other over larger time spans and more actions (2 nd level clauselets).
1
st level clauselets
Model
A 1 st level clauselet models sequences containing one or two actions in particular temporal relationships. We use the 7 base relations of Allen's interval logic [2] as the 1 st level temporal relationships: before, meet, overlap, start, contain, finish, and equal. Figure 2 (a) shows the definition of the 7 relations. In our experiments, meet is not used since it is too rigid to capture relations among actions annotated at a relatively large granularity (10 seconds per clip in our experiments).
A video is split into n clips, t 1 , · · · , t n , and each clip t is represented by a standard set of features concatenated into a feature vector f (t) (see sec 5.1). A 1 st level clauselet c model consists of k blocks b i for i = 1, . . . , k, each of which must be matched to a video clip. Each block has an associated weight vector w c,i which is used to score each valid configuration T = (T 1 , . . . , T k ) that matches every block b i to a clip index T i ∈ {1, . . . , n} as follows:
A configuration T is considered valid if it satisfies a set of temporal deformation rules, i.e., T ∈ {T 1: spatial deformations of parts in a Deformable Part Model (DPM) [8] , although we do not apply a deformation penalty as long as a configuration is valid. Eq. 1 can be evaluated using a recursive matching process, where given an initial starting clip T 1 to which the first block of the clauselet c is matched, the next block is matched to either T 1 , T 1 + 1, or T 1 + 2, and so on. This process allows the k blocks of a clauselet to span 1 to 2k − 1 clips. A configuration T of clauselet c is called an activation if S c,T ≥ λ s , where λ s is the activation threshold.
Training
The training process requires a set of videos whose clips are each annotated with a subset of zero, one, or more groundtruth action labels from a large vocabulary. Because 1 st level clauselets are intended to detect an action or pair of actions in particular temporal configurations, we define a set of temporal templates that are matched to groundtruth video 
Configurations of positive sample
Truth matrix does bi match tj? Figure 3 . Example of the matching process (start(a 2 , a 4 )). (Directions from truth matrix(1,1) to three successors indicates temporal deformation.) The green and orange paths denote the two possible configurations where each block matches is matched to one clip (note that two blocks might match to the same clip and that some clips might be skipped). A similar process is applied at test time, but paths are chosen to maximize SVM scores instead.
annotations to yield a set of configurations T that all have the same temporal relationships and can be used as positive training samples. For each template, we consider the same set of valid configurations as in the matching process described above, but instead of computing the dot product of block weights with clip features, we verify that the constraints of each template block are satisfied by the matched clip annotations. The templates are shown in figure 2 (b) . Every template block has one of three rules: T means block b j can only match a clip if the clip contains action label a i , F means that the clip must not contain action label a i , and D indicates 'don't care'. For each action and pair of action labels, we extract positive training samples by matching these templates to groundtruth annotations (see fig. 3 ). Assuming that we have A action labels and we instantiate the templates in figure 2 (b) for each action or pair of actions, we have A+11A(A−1)/2 total templates. The first term is for the 1-action template, and the second term is for the five 2-action templates that are order dependent yielding templates per action pair plus equal, which is order independent and yields only one template. All configurations successfully matched to one template will be used to train one clauselet.
For each template, we also construct a set of negatives by randomly selecting clip groups that do not contain any of the action labels appearing in that template.
For each matched configuration we extract the features of the corresponding clips, concatenate them into a single vector, and train a linear SVM classifier to separate the positive examples from the negative sample set (which is five times the size of the positive set). The resulting SVM weights are then partitioned into the corresponding 1 st level clauselet block weights. We then scan over the training videos (using the learned weights this time), collect false positive activations, and retrain linear SVM classifiers, repeating this process a few times with increasingly more negative examples.
2 nd level clauselets
The proposed 1 st level clauselets are limited in length and number of unique actions for computational reasons, since SVMs operate over high-dimensional video features, and more actions or clauselet blocks would lead to combinatorial blowup. To obtain a richer set of clauselets, which we call 2 nd level clauselets, we model the temporal relationships between the 1 st level clauselets, without limiting the number of action labels, and learn only configurations that are detected in the training videos instead of enumerating them as in the 1st clauselet training stage. Thus, a 2 nd level clauselet is defined as a group of mutually consistent 1 st level clauselets that coocur in particular temporal configurations.
For each 1 st level clauselet, we scan over the training dataset, extract activations, and assign them as one of three labels: positive, negative, and undecided. If an activation overlaps 75% or more of the clips in a groundtruth positive example, it is labeled positive. If the activation clips do not contain any groundtruth action labels associated with the clauselet, it is labeled negative. Others remain undecided. The positive and negative activations are used for training 2 nd level clauselets. For each 1 st level clauselet c i , we obtain the set of 1 st level clauselets c i1 , c i2 , · · · , c im that are concurrent with c i , i.e., they are nearby in time.
For each activation, we construct a vector x consisting of the activation's score and the score of concurrent clauselet activations, grouped by clauselet type and temporal relationship type, and we use this vector to rescore the activation. Let the head activation be the activation that is rescored, and let a concurrent activation be any activation whose temporal interval overlaps the head activation temporal interval by at least one clip length. Each concurrent activation is classified into one of the 2 nd level temporal relationships with respect to the head activation. These 2 nd level temporal relationships could in theory be any of the 7 base relationships in figure 2 (a) , but we choose a coarser set of 4 relationships from figure 4. Our motivation for the coarser set of temporal intervals is that the temporal relationships that involve touching interval endpoints (starts, meets, equals) are less likely to occur and are more noisy, so we group them with one of our the four coarse temporal relationships (e.g., equals is part of the Type IV relationship, meet is part of Type I). Figure 4 shows Figure 4 . Definition and illustration of 2 nd temporal relationships 4 types of 2 nd level temporal relationships. The vector x is constructed by placing the head activation score as the first feature, and then for each clauselet and each 2 nd level temporal relation, we add a feature equal to the maximum score of each activation of that clauselet (i.e., we use maxpooling if there are multiple activations of the same clauselet and temporal relation type). The total vector length is 4n + 1, where 4 corresponds to the number of temporal relationships, n is a total number of trained clauselet models, and the 1 corresponds to the head activation. This activation vector is treated as a feature vector for rescoring the head activation.
The rescoring function is defined as
where x ∈ R 4n+1 is the input activation vector, S ∈ R m×(4n+1) , m ≤ 4n + 1 is a subset matrix which selects m of the 4n + 1 scores in x and is formed by selecting the appropriate rows of the identity matrix I 4n+1 . The weight vector w s ∈ R m is a vector that determines how the scores of selected activations are combined linearly to rescore the head activation. S and w s are optimized by minimizing the objective function below: The subset matrix S selects from among the concurrent activations only those that are mutually consistent (i.e. those that add to the score of the head activation), and the weight vector w s decides how much weight each mutually consistent activation adds to the score of the head activation.
Event Recognition
We expect that clauselets will serve as useful building blocks for complex high-level reasoning (e.g., in probabilistic logical frameworks such as [2, 3] ). However, to best isolate their contribution and demonstrate their utility, we employ a simple voting strategy where each clauselet activation votes for its predominant event class. Not all 1 st level clauselet templates lead to a trained clauselet model, because of insufficient training examples. Also, not all of the clauselet models that are trained cast a vote for an event, because they are not sufficiently predictive of a set of events. For this purpose, we find clauselets that achieve high recall and precision, defined as follows:
• precision(e, c): ratio of all activations of clauselet c that occur during events of class e
• recall(e, c): ratio of all instances of event class e containing at least one activation of clauselet c A precision threshold is used to choose clauselets dominant in a certain event while a recall threshold is used to avoid overfitting to a few positive samples during training. Table 1 shows the number of clauselets used or discarded in voting according to the precision criterion. To avoid multiple votes by activations of the same type that are temporally close, we use non-maximum suppression, removing activations if they overlap temporally more than 50% with one or more activations with higher score. While not all 1 st level clauselets that are trained cast a vote for event recognition, all successfully trained 1 st level clauselets are used for context rescoring in 2 nd level clauselets. 
Experiments

Dataset and parameter setting
We evaluate clauselet based voting event recognition on the TRECVID MED 11 dataset [1] containing 15 complex events. Each event category contains at least 111 videos whose duration varies from several seconds to longer than 10 minutes. Following [9] , we split every video into 10 second clips and annotate 123 action labels in each clip. We represent each clip by the 6 features used in [9] : ISA (Independent Subspace Analysis) [13] , STIP [12] , Dollar et al. [7] , GIST [18] , SIFT [14] , and MFCC (Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient) [19] . For all features, histogram-based clip representations are generated via bag-of-visual words (BOVW).
We also follow the evaluation setting of [9] that randomly splits the dataset into training and test set by a ratio of 0.7. We re-split the training dataset into two sets with a ratio of 0.7 for training 1 st level and 2 nd level clauselets, respectively.
We compute precision and recall of the trained clauselets, and then empirically set their thresholds to 0.5 and 0.1, respectively, to ensure enough clauselets are trained and selected for voting. We also set the number of clauselet blocks to 4 in order to limit computational complexity and to extract sufficiently many positive examples for training (templates become more specific and rare as the number of blocks increases). We set λ s to -0.5 to detect sufficient true positives.
Detection performance
We evaluate our detection performance and compare 1 st and 2 nd level clauselets while evaluating the boost obtained by adding 2-label clauselets to 1-label clauselets. Based on precision and recall, 93 action alone (out of 123) and 359 pairs of actions and their particular temporal relationships (out of 82533) are selected as 1-label and 2-label clauselets for the evaluation, respectively. The distribution of temporal relationships used in 2-label clauselets is given in table 2. Before is understandably dominant but number of other relationships seems to be large enough to be useful for describing video.
Temporal before overlap start contain finish equal relations # 180 25 57 34 61 32 Table 2 . Number of interval relations Table 3 compares the detection performance of 1 st and 2 nd level clauselets (note that we are evaluating the ability of the clauselet detector to find the intended action pattern, not to perform event recognition). To confirm the utility of mutually consistent subset selection and temporal relationship binning 2 nd level clauselets, we evaluate 2 nd level clauselets in three ways: (i) rescoring by collecting all concurrent activations and without differentiating them based on temporal relationships (second row in table 3), (ii) applying the feature selection scheme to group concurrent and consistent activations, ignoring irrelevant activations (third row in table 3), and (iii) our proposed approach of applying both feature selection and coarse temporal relationships in rescoring (last row in table 3).
Our experiments confirm two things based on have fewer false positives. Second, exploiting consistency among concurrent activations and selecting subset features to maximize the discriminability seems to increase the detection performance of the clauselets. We note that 2 nd level clauselets provide the more descriptive analysis with comparable detection performance, since multiple actions are related to each other temporally.
Performance in recognizing complex events
We evaluate the voting based event recognition performance of our model and also compare the proposed clauselets against our baseline including 1 st level clauselets and 2 nd level clauselets, excluding various components of our proposed approach such as coarse temporal relationships and feature selection, in order to evaluate the impact of each of the components of our approach. Table 4 shows event recognition performances of our models. Votes by relevant clauselet activations to a particular event are used to compute a mean of average precision (mAP) of the event. Table 4 shows that recognition performance is directly related to clauselet detection performance. We note that the rescoring scheme alone achieves state-of-the-art performance (0.6639). By additionally including our proposed mutually consistent clauselet selection and temporal relationships we are able to obtain a richer description of the video employing various temporal relationships as well as outperform the state-of-the-art on the event recognition task.
We also compare the recognition performance of our proposed approach against that of the state-of-the-art in each event category. our approach against two baselines: [9] and [20] . Figure 5 shows examples of 1 st and 2 nd level clauselet activations in some events for a qualitative evaluation. In this figure, we manually describe the video using the automatically obtained clauselet activations to show that clauselets are also useful for video event description as well as for event recognition. Note that false positives of 1 st level clauselet activations (e.g. taking pictures in an event woodworking project.) are removed by the 2 nd level clauselet.
Conclusion
We proposed a new mid-level representation, a clauselet, that consists of a group of actions and their temporal relationships. We presented a training process that initially trains first level clauselets in a top-down fashion, and then learns more discriminative 2 nd level clauselets models using 1 st level activations that are consistent with each model and occur in particular temporal configurations. We have shown that the 2 nd level clauselets improve over the 1 st level clauselets, that they benefit from the automatic selection of which clauselets are "mutually consistent" (i.e., are assigned a non-zero weight in the model), that temporal relationships are important for both levels, and that our final model outperforms state-of-the-art recognition techniques on "in-the-wild" data when used in a simple voting scheme. Qualitative results show that clauselets are not only useful for event recognition, but the detected first and second level clauselets provide semantically meaningful descriptions of the video in terms of which actions occurred when with respect to each other.
